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Theorem 2: Let a 2 1 be an integer, and let C be a binary linear code all of whose words have weight divisible by 2"-'. Let 2, be the set of words in C with weight divisible by 2". Then and if equality holds, 2, is a subspace of C. ii) The minimum weight of the ath order Reed-Muller code ~m ( a , IC) is equal to 2'"-".
iii) The words of minimum weight in R!YJt(a, k) are the (k -a) flats in the affine space F,k.
The purpose of this paper is to show that these similarities are no coincidence. The main idea is as follows.
Consider the set SI C FF consisting of the words whose weight belongs to a given subset I C (0, 1, -, n}. Let deg (SI) be the degree of SI, i.e., the degree of its characteristic function as a subset of E,". Then any binary linear [n, k] code C intersects SI in a subset of degree r I deg(SI), and C n SI can be viewed as a word in the Reed-Muller code R M ( r , k). Hence the number xiEI A;(C) of words in C with weight E I must be a weight in %m(r, k), which, especially for small values of r , puts a severe restriction on the weight distribution of C. The obtained results, extensions of Brouwer's theorems, may be useful in nonexistence proofs for binary linear codes with given parameters. following two questions.
REED-MULLER CODES
The standard reference is [6, chap. 13, 14, and 151. A more geometric description can be found in [7] .
Let E be a k-dimensional Fz-affine space. The power set p(E) of E is a 2k-dimensional Fz-vector space under the usual addition If E:= F,k, the standard Fz-affine space, we write RDl(r, k) for
Rm(r, E ) .
Examples: i) Rm(0, E) = {d, E}.
ii) Rm(1, E) = {qj, E, the affine hyperplanes}. (It is the dual of
an extended Hamming code with parameters
, then the codes %m(r, E) and
Rm(r, E') are equivalent.
A. Degree
is the minimum of ( r I X E Rm(r, E ) } .
B. Some Properties of Rm(r, E )
iii) Hence deg (X) 5 r if and only if I X n 2 1 = 0 (mod 2) for a generating set of elements 2 E Rm(k -r -1, E ) .
C. Polynomial Functions on F i
From the coordinate functions we form the monomial functions We list a few known facts:
Proposition 2: i) The weight of all elements X E %m(r, E) is divisible by 2L(k-1)/rJ. Hence, the occurring weights in Bm(1, E) are 0, Zk-' and 2k.
ii) The minimum weight of Bm(r, E) is equal to 2k-r.
iii) The words of minimum weight in !RJJtM(r, E) are the (E -T ) iv) If X E %m(r, E) and 1x1 < 2k--r+1, then flats.
for some integer v. The following proposition may be of some value. 
